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ABSTRACT

The following research aims to determine whether or not the maxillomalar suture
can determine group affiliation via quantitative assessment. Until now the standard
method of determination involved a visual assessment of the shape of the suture, which
can be biased. Quantification of this method would allow for more accuracy in the
determination and greater repeatability of results. Twenty-three measurements were
taken on two hundred and nine Black and White males at the Todd Collection in
Cleveland and fifty Native American individuals of unknown age and sex from the
Libben Site Collection housed at Kent State University.

Three measurements were

developed to measure the bimaxillary breaths from different points directly on the
maxillomalar suture and three qualitative classifications were used to assess the visual
shape.

The three bimaxillary suture measurements appear to be the best indicators for

group affiliation compared to the other metric measurements. Native Americans had the
highest mean for those measurements, indicating the widest facial crania, while Blacks
had the lowest means. The bimaxillary breadth measures were all statistically significant
at the .05 alpha level. There was slight difference between groups in the maxillomalar
suture length noted and this difference was statistically significant on the right side only.
The visual qualitative assessment showed recognizable variation in the White and Black
samples and very little in the Native American sample.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

During skeletal analysis, biological anthropologists are asked to establish an
estimate for the biological profile of unknown skeletal remains. One aspect of the
biological profile is the individual’s group affiliation, a socially defined categorization.
When determining the group affiliation of a deceased individual, the cranium is the
skeletal element most useful for assessment. The region of the nose and mouth contains
several important features for determination of group affiliation (Gill, 1998:301). The
human cranium is composed of bones that meet at, or are separated by, sutures. The
shape of the maxillomalar suture, between the maxilla and zygomatic bones, is believed
to be an indicator of group affiliation according to previous studies by Gill, 1998; Rhine,
1990; and Martindale and Gilbert, 1993.

Quantification of the suture from metric

measurements in regard to group affiliation has not yet been attempted. This thesis aims
to determine if the indication of group affiliation from the maxillomalar suture can be
quantified, as well as if the qualitative assessment consistently coincides with the metric
measurements.
The traditional way of using the maxillomalar suture for group affiliation is to
visually assess the shape. This method is not always easily repeatable and the definition
of how to classify the shape of the suture may differ between anthropologists. Metric
variables have been shown to be best for determining sex and race (Carpenter, 1974:342).
Metric assessment implies that with enough traits the results should be repeatable and
useful for classification (Rhine, 1990:18). Metric methods can also make it possible for
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untrained observers, such as police officers or medical examiners, to record
measurements and to determine a biological profile when a forensic anthropologist is not
available (Snow et al, 1978:448). The ability to quantify a qualitative trait can give that
trait more weight while determining group affiliation. All of these traits should not be
given equal weight when determining group affiliation since traits such as cranial shape
can vary widely within groups and populations (Gill, 1998:301).
For the purposes of this research, three socially defined groups of White, Black,
and Native American were studied in order to determine what patterns exist in regard to
the maxillomalar suture and what those patterns may suggest. Ideally, the range of
variation in each of the three groups will be determined in regards to the suture shape.
The purpose of this research is to answer the following questions:
1. Do bimaxillary dimensions taken across the maxillomalar suture reflect suture
shape?
2. Do bimaxillary dimensions taken across the maxillomalar suture vary
significantly among three (Blacks, Whites and Native Americans) skeletal
samples?
3. Does group identification using quantitative methods correspond with the
estimates produced using strictly qualitative shape methods?
The expected results of this research deal with three measurements developed
specifically for the suture.

These measurements are superior bimaxillary, inferior

bimaxillary, and maximum bimaxillary, which record the width across the nasal space
from specific points on the suture. Maximum bimaxillary and inferior bimaxillary are
hypothesized to be most useful for straight or arched sutures, as the measurements will be
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equal in numerical value. With a curved suture, it is hypothesized that the maximum
bimaxillary will be larger than that of inferior bimaxillary, as the suture will be heading
medially again and that measurement may be similar to superior bimaxillary.
This research was undertaken to address the claims that there are differences
between the shape of the maxillomalar suture between Blacks, Whites and Native
Americans and to attempt to substantiate them (Moore-Jansen, personal communication).
By applying metric measurements, this research aimed to quantify the qualitative trait.
The expected outcome of this research is that the measurements would coincide with the
qualitative shape, specifically with the p-values of the ANOVA tests showing significant
difference between the three groups. As well, it is expected that the means for the three
groups would indicate differences in shape and size of the facial cranium that would be
indicative of differences in suture shape.
Chapter Two will examine the previous research conducted on group affiliation
with the crania, as well as the problematic classification of group affiliation.

The

processes controlling the growth of the craniofacial skeleton and sutures will also be
outlined in Chapter Two.

Previous attempts to metrically assess group affiliation

characteristics are also examined. Chapter Three will describe the materials and methods
used to conduct this research. Chapter Four will state the results of the qualitative,
quantitative and statistical tests. Chapter Five will discuss how the results coincide with
the previous research and expected outcomes of this experiment.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

Growth and Development
Craniofacial Growth
The human cranium is composed of twenty-two bones that fuse together at sutures
(Bass, 1995:37). The facial skeleton is composed of the maxillae, zygomatics, zygomatic
processes of the temporal bones, and nasal bones.
The organization of the facial skeleton begins about the fourth week of gestation
(Scheuer and Black, 2000:43). Facial bones are formed by intramembranous ossification,
a process by which growth starts at ossification centers and spreads throughout the bone
(Frances-West et al, 2003:75). The initiation of this process requires epithelial signals,
especially for the differentiation of the maxillary arches (Frances-West et al, 2003:75).
As the membranous bones grow, they meet at sutures (Frances-West et al, 2003:76). The
overall development of the facial cranium is controlled by distinct signaling interactions
which results “in a mosaic of signaling networks combining to co-ordinate the
development of the skull (Frances-West et al, 2003: 76).”
The bones of the cranial vault, facial cranium and the mandible arise through a
process called desmal ossification (Schumacher, 1997:3). Desmal ossification begins in
the centers of mesenchyme cells where differentiation into osteoblasts occurs
(Schumacher, 1997:3). Osteblasts then synthesize osteoids, and bone trabeculae are laid
down, which converge to form a network (Schumacher, 1997:3). The osteoblasts and
osteoclasts mold the trabeculae network which creates lamellar bone rising from this
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woven bone (Schumacher, 1997:3). Growth of this desmal bone continues via apposition
(Schumacher, 1997:3).

The growth of sutures initiates from the osteoblast-filled

connective tissue with the bone apposition taking place at the edges of the bones
(Schumacher, 1997:12). Craniofacial and maxillary sutures separate the facial cranium
from the cerebral skull and mandible, and the apposition and growth forces the facial
cranium to grow anteriorly and inferiorly (Schumacher, 1997:13).
The middle of the face initially grows more slowly, with the growth being
controlled up until about age seven through sutural systems, and in small part from the
nasal septum (Dixon et al, 1997:17).

After roughly age seven periosteal growth

dominates the growth process. Facial depth is controlled by periosteal bone apposition
on the outer surface of the bone that is then resorped in the oral, nasal and orbital cavities
as well as the nasal sinus (Dixon et al, 1997:17).

During the growth process of the

maxilla the bone lengthens posteriorly as it also undergoes anterior displacement (Enlow,
1990:78).
The growth of the facial bones is affected by the functional matrix, as outlined in
the functional matrix concept. According to this concept “any given bone grows in
response to functional relationships established by the sum of all soft tissues operating in
association with that bone (Enlow, 1990:81).”

The surrounding soft tissues are

“pacemakers” that set the course and extent of growth of the bones as the genetic
component of growth exists solely in the soft tissues as opposed to the bones (Enlow,
1990:81). During growth the facial bones are passive, moved by the expansion of nerves,
vessels, muscles and connective tissue. This expansion moves the bones into and keeps
them in anatomical position to carry out their functions (Enlow, 1990:81).
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The growth of the zygomatic bone, specifically the resulting size and curvature,
has great variance between populations. The zygomatic tends to be “smaller and flatter
in Caucasian skulls and larger and curved in Mongoloid races” (Woo, 1937-8). During
the infancy and childhood of any individual the zygomatic grows at the same pace as the
maxilla. The maxilla grows in height and width rapidly to accommodate the developing
deciduous dentition (Scheuer and Black, 2000:124). The result is that the maxillomalar
suture shifts position from being on the middle of the orbital floor to the lateral side of
the orbital floor and the borders the zygoma become increasingly defined.

As the

deciduous dentition finishes forming the zygoma reach their adult size (Scheuer and
Black, 2000:124).
The complete absence of teeth does not appear to affect the growth and shape of
the maxilla with the exception of the lack of alveolar processes (Sarnat, 1997;210).
Many muscles that control facial expression have origins on the maxillae but rarely leave
obvious impressions, such as tubercles or tuberosities, on the bone (Scheuer and Black,
2000:127). However, the nasogenal muscles, which in part control the elevating of the
upper lip, do have an influence on the growth of the maxilla (Dixon, 1997:448). Fibers
extend from these muscles to the nasal bridge, zygoma and infraorbital processes to the
anterior nasal spine and septum (Dixon, 1997:448-9).
Nutrition also affects the growth and development of the skeleton, specifically the
type of food ingested (Larsen, 1997:268). Diet in the developing fetus and young child
specifically impacts the craniofacial skeleton as most of the growth ceases in early
childhood. The mineral content of the food would have an obvious impact on bone
growth, but the type of food being consumed would also have an effect. Differences in
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geographic location would reflect on the diet available to the populations, as well as the
time period the populations lived. The processing of food has changed over the past few
centuries in North America to result in less wear on dentition (Larsen, 1997:239) and
possibly less of an impact on the growth of the facial skeleton. A diet heavy in starchy,
tough fibrous food that undergoes little processing before consumption, would result in
strong masseteric muscles that would require “flaring” zygomatics to accommodate the
size of the muscle. The specialized teeth for a tough diet could also impact the dentition,
altering the shape of the maxillae, making them larger and more robust, to accommodate
larger teeth. Any alteration of the maxillae or zygomatics would directly impact the
maxillomalar suture.
Craniofacial Sutures
Sutures are joints between the bones of the skull and are composed of intervening
fibrous connective tissue to aid in articulation (Hall, 2005:429). The growth of a suture is
affected by many factors such as predetermination, as sutures have been known to grow
in the same location after removal of that area of bone (Hall, 2005:433). The
maxillomalar suture is related to anterioinferior craniofacial movement (Sarnat,
1997:208). Sutures prevent the separation of the component bones but do allow small
movement between them (Dixon, 1997:120).

The uniting layers are the strongest

elements of the suture and provide protection against tensile pressure (Dixon, 1997:120).
Many sutures develop cartilage within them although the exact role it may have is
unknown (Hall, 2005:434). The signals and tissues required for sutural growth are
presently unknown, but in order for sutures to maintain themselves and remain open, dura
mater is a necessity (Frances-West et al, 2003:76). In the majority of sutures the dura
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assists in the interactions between epithelial and mesenchymal tissues (Hall, 2005:434).
However, the maxillary sutures lack dura mater, and the signals and tissues associated
with them are also unknown (Frances-West et al, 2003:76).
Outlined by Dixon in 1997, sutural growth is believed to occur in five stages: 1)
Approaching bone stage, 2) Meeting bone stage, 3) Early growing stage, 4) Late growing
stage, and 5) Adult stage (1997:115). Stage One begins with the approaching of each end
of the suture through the loose mesenchymal tissue (Dixon,1997:115). Within each
approaching territory are two well-defined tissue zones that surround an inner plate of
woven membranous bone. One zone consists of an outer periosteal fibrous capsule while
the other contains a cambial layer of fine, osteogenetic collagen bundles
(Dixon,1997:115). These collagen bundles radiate outward to connect the bone surface
to the fibrous capsule. The cambrial layer is extremely active, and it is believed that the
fibrous capsule must keep expanding to keep with the pace of the growing bone
(Dixon,1997:116).
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Figure 1: Approaching Bone territories at the presumptive maxillomalar suture of a 60 mm CRL human fetus
at 12 gestational weeks. F= common fibrous capsule; C= cambrial layer; Z= zygomatic bone; M= zygomatic
process of maxilla. Original magnification x 55. From Dixon, 1997:116.

Stage two, illustrated in Figure 1, begins with the approaching fibrous capsules
uniting by fibrous laminae to form the “uniting layers (Dixon, 1997:116).” These layers
maintain their identity as they surround the free margins of the developing suture;
however, there is a small amount of loose mesenchymal tissue that is shared between the
two layers (Dixon, 1997:116). During this stage the facial suture consists of five layers
between two apposed bones that are surrounded by the uniting layers (Dixon, 1997:116).
The five layers consist of the cambrial layer of the first bone, the fibrous capsule of the
first bone, common middle zone between the two bones, then the fibrous capsule and
cambrial layer of the second bone (Dixon, 1997:116).
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Figure 2: Intervening layers in the maxillomalar suture of a 120 mm CRL human fetus at 18 gestational
weeks. F= fibrous capsule; C= cambrial layer; I= infraorbital never; M= middle layer, Mx= Maxilla; U=
uniting layer; Z= zygomatic bone. Original maginiication x 55. From Dixon,1997:117.

Stage three (Figure 2) continues with the five layers being well-defined and the
edges of the bone modifying from a single lamina to multiple trabeculae of bone. This
process happens mostly from surface deposition (Dixon, 1997:116). Diploic spaces also
form between the trabeculae and are then enlarged from resorptive activity. The bone
margins grow quickly due to the cambrial activity at the free edges of the bones where
bone formation is fastest (Dixon, 1997:116). Stage four involves much of the woven
bone being resorbed and replaced by Haversian systems.

Also, the cambrial layer

reduces to a single layer of osteoblasts (Dixon, 1997:116).

Sharpey’s fibers, coarse

collagen fibers, emerge from the surfaces of the bones to terminate in the capsular layers
(Dixon, 1997:117). At this point growth of the bone at the suture has slowed and is
concentrated on smoothing the bone edges (Dixon, 1997:117). Stage five consists of a
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cambrial layer flattened to a layer of inconspicuous cells, a highly vascular middle zone,
and distinct fibrous capsules (Dixon, 1997:117). The uniting layers provide the strongest
union at the external and internal sutural boundaries (Dixon, 1997:118).
Non-Metric Means of Group Affiliation Assessment
Whites, Blacks, and Native Americans have variations of the same cranial
features that can be used to distinguish one group from the other. Despite this it is still
difficult to determine group affiliation from skeletal remains due to the differing views on
what makes up each group (El-Najjar and Williams, 1978:72). Multiple measures and
features should always be evaluated for determining group affiliation from skeletal
remains (Rhine, 1990:18).
Non-metric analyses of skeletal material will always be useful, no matter how
sophisticated or accurate metric analysis becomes. Non-metric analysis can be performed
on fragmentary or otherwise damaged bone, no instruments are necessary, it can be
preformed more quickly than taking measurements, and it is readily usable on
populations not tested metrically (Rhine, 1990:18-9).
There are several “classic” cranial features to identify Black individuals. These
traits are as follows: light muscle markings, “guttered” nasal sill, pronounced alveolar
prognathism, square orbits, dolicocephalic cranial shape, wide nasal aperture, “tented”
nasals, parabolic dental arcade, curved or angled maxillomalar suture, rounded external
auditory meatus, simple major sutures, rounded forehead and post-bregmatic depression
(Rhine, 1990; Gill, 1998; El-Najjar and Williams, 1978; Stewart, 1979; Bass, 1995).
Blacks are also considered to be the most highly variable of the three groups (Rhine,
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1990:15). The high amount of prognathism leads to procumbent incisors of the maxillae
(Gill, 1998:302).
Whites are typically identified by the following features: sharp nasal spine,
present nasal sill, little to no prognathism, inion hook, simple sutures, curved
maxillamalar suture, round external auditory meatus, retreating zygoma, parabolic dental
arcade, prominent chin, steeple-like nasal bridge, long and narrow face, and rounded
orbits (Rhine, 1990; Gill, 1998; El-Najjar and Williams, 1978; Stewart, 1979; Bass,
1995). As White individuals do not exhibit prognathism, the result is an overcrowding of
the dentition that leads to a noticeable overbite, as well as smaller tooth size (Gill,
1998:302).
Native American crania are defined by these features: flaring zygoma, edge-toedge bite, wormian bones, shoveled incisors, elliptic dental arcade, straight maxillomalar
suture, complex sutures, malar tubercle, moderate prognathism, keeled skull, slight nasal
depression, rounded orbits, oval window not visible, elliptical external auditory meatus,
and rounded nasal aperture (Rhine, 1990; Gill, 1998; El-Najjar and Williams, 1978;
Stewart, 1979; Bass, 1995). The shoveled incisors and flaring zygoma are the most
noticeable traits to define a Native American individual (Gill, 1998:301).

The extent to

which these traits were present in all historic populations living in North America before
the introduction of Whites and Blacks to the continent is unknown. Thus, the affect of
intermixing with Whites and other groups on their cranial morphology is also not
precisely known.
Enlow (1990) reported on the structural basis of ethnic variation, specifically for
Whites, Blacks and Asian populations.

White individuals exhibit dolicocephalic, or
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long, crania, long and narrow upper face and a more protrusive upper face to compensate
for a narrow nasal aperture, resulting in “hollowed out” cheeks (1990:224). Blacks also
have dolicocephalic head shapes, but both Blacks and Whites can exhibit bracycephalic
head forms, which are wider and more typical in Asian-derived populations (1990:227).
Other characteristics defining a Black cranium are an “upright and bulbous” forehead,
lower nasal bridge, a nose that is flatter, wide and less protrusive and cheekbones that are
more prominent (1990:227). Populations derived from Asia, such as Native Americans,
tended to have a bracycephalic cranial shape (1990:226). This results in a wide, flat face
that is more vertical in comparison to Blacks and Whites. The lack of a protrusive face
makes the cheekbones appear very prominent and the entire face has a “vertical character
(1990:226).”
The maxillomalar suture has been described as straight in Native Americans and
curved in Whites and Blacks (Gill, 1998:308). A previous unpublished study (Martindale
and Gilbert, 1994), as cited in Gill (1998), states that the suture was useful in
distinguishing Whites from Native Americans. The “angled” sutural form was observed
in 85% of their Native American sample and was shown to be most divergent near the
zygomaxillare points (Gill, 1998:308). Whites were shown to have the “curved” suture
83% of the time and the sutures were most divergent at a point above the zygomaxillare
points as the suture curves back in to head medially (Gill, 1998:308). This research also
suggested that Blacks show an equal percentage of the two forms (Gill, 1998:308). The
following figure illustrates Gill’s classifications of the suture shape.
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Figure 3: The “angled” (top) and “curved” suture definitions from Gill, 1994.

Secular change also plays a role in the differences among populations. In his
1989 dissertation, Moore-Jansen found that secular change was evident in populations of
Blacks and Whites from the early nineteenth century to present day.

The author used

samples from the Terry and Todd collections, as well as several historic burials, and from
forensic cases (1989:32-44).

It was found that Whites showed the greatest amount of

changes in the craniofacial region in both males and females (Moore-Jansen, 1989:132).
These changes included increases in the projection of the entire facial cranium, as well as
a narrowing and lengthening of the face as a whole (Moore-Jansen, 1989:132). Blacks
showed only minor changes, with the facial cranium becoming shorter and narrower
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(Moore-Jansen, 1989:134). Overall the Black samples showed a decrease in the size of
the cranium (Moore-Jansen, 1989:135).
Jantz (2001) published a study of secular cranial change based on records from
the Terry and Todd collections, as well as the forensic anthropology data bank
(2001:784). He found that both Blacks and Whites exhibited change for the past one
hundred and fifty years (Jantz, 2001:784-5). Blacks experienced a slight increase in
basion-nasion, a measure of upper facial projection, while Whites exhibited a larger
increase in that measure (Jantz, 2001:785). Whites also showed a marked increase in the
basion-prosthion measurement, which examines lower facial projection (Jantz,
2001:785). If such a trend continued, with Blacks increasing their upper facial projection
but not lower facial projection, the characteristic feature of prognathism will diminish in
Blacks (Jantz, 2001:785).

Overall, Whites increased their cranial length while Blacks

did not, and Blacks had a larger decrease in parietal chord (Jantz, 2001:785). Whites and
Blacks both exhibited a decrease in bimaxillary breadth, or facial width, with Whites also
showing a decrease in the measurement of maximum cranial breadth (Jantz, 2001:786).
Jantz concluded that environmental and genetic factors both attributed to the change in
cranial form that has lead to unique morphology in the United States (Jantz, 2001:786).
Metric Means of Assessment: Giles and Elliot’s Discriminant Function
The following section describes the initial attempts by anthropologists to quantify
racial features and the success rate of the studies, specifically discriminant functions.
Linear discriminant functions, by definition, weigh sets of metric characteristics
so that “members of one taxon have higher values of the function than those of another
(Snow et al, 1978:449).” One purpose of these functions is to place unknown specimens
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into one of a set of groups by “discriminating” between the groups based on known
measurements (Lestrel, 1997:161). The beauty of a discriminant function being used for
group affiliation determination is that an individual must fall into one of the three defined
categories, cannot belong to more than one category (Lestrel, 1997:161), and thus cannot
be rejected (Birkby, 1966:22).

Birkby also acknowledges that these functions cannot

account for extremes of human variation (1966:23), nor cranial deformation (1966:25).
Giles and Elliot in 1962 developed a method of discriminant function to
determine group affiliation from certain facial features because they found “that race
determination from the cranium is more difficult that sex determination by visual
appreciation (1962:147).”

The following eight measurements were chosen for the

function: bizygomatic breadth, glabello-occipital length, maximum width, basion-bregma
height, facial height, basion-nasion, basion-prosthion and nasal breadth (Giles and Elliot,
1962:150). Their study aimed to classify Blacks, Whites and Native Americans, as these
are the populations most commonly found in the United States. Gill and Elliot admitted
that their Native American sample was insufficient due to lack of known sex of
individuals (1962:148). Also, the Black specimens they used were of individuals who
classified themselves as Black (1962:148), with Giles and Elliot assuming any person
with Black admixture would phenotypically be considered Black and would thus classify
socially as Black.
The discriminant function uses all of the eight cranial measurements chosen by
Giles and Elliot and plots the score along a “White-Black” axis and a “White-Native
American” axis (Snow et al, 1978:449). The coeffecients are based on the sex of the
individual and the weights are different for males and females (Snow et al, 1978:449).
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George Gill and others have repeatedly tested the Giles and Elliot method to
assess how well it works for multiple populations. Snow et al. (1978) tested the method
on several forensic cases in Oklahoma and found that the method worked well enough for
Whites and Blacks but failed to accurately assign Native Americans (1978:452). To test
for group affiliation in the function, Snow et al chose forty-two samples of known group
from past forensic cases and their findings showed that the assessment of group
affiliation was independent of sex (1978:451).

Snow et al also believed that, since the

discriminant function was based on Whites and Blacks from the Terry and Todd
collections, the function should work accurately for present day populations (1978:425).
But for the Native American remains, Snow et al saw several reasons why the
discriminant function might not be applicable for present day cases. For one, Giles and
Elliot used the Indian Knoll sample, which is a temporally remote prehistoric population
from Kentucky (1978:452).

The sex of the crania was not previously determined and

was done so by Giles and Elliot for the purpose of the discriminant function (1978:454).
If the crania were sexed incorrectly, that would result in error. The prehistoric nature of
the Indian Knoll crania means that those remains could have different morphological
variation from modern samples, and the population itself was more than likely small and
thus didn’t represent diversity at the time (1978:455).

The study recommended the

testing of the function on more Native American samples to determine if a new set of
functions should be developed (1978:455).
The function also doesn’t fully take into account the morphological differences
between individuals within groups. Morphology of the features being measured can be
affected by pathological change, functional demands, stress and age-related change
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(Snow et al, 1978:457-58). The function gives the measurement of bizygomatic breadth
a large weight, which stastically recognizes that Native American populations tend to
have large, flaring zygoma (Snow et al, 1978:457).

The overall conclusion by several

studies is that the discriminant function developed by Giles and Elliot has its issues that
need to be resolved through more tests with larger, modern, and well-known skeletal
samples, especially for Native Americans (Snow et al, 1978; Gill 1995; Gill et al, 1988;
Birkby 1966; Giles and Elliot, 1962, Gill, 1998, Ayers et al, 1990).
The Social Role of Group Affiliation
Although often viewed a complicated area by a large number of biological
anthropologists, group affiliation is a necessary assessment to make during construction
of a biological profile. Biological profiles are based on the societal categories individuals
place themselves in, such as group, and the biological realities of age, sex and stature and
are important in medicolegal investigations. It is important that the biological profiles are
clearly defined and stated in such a way that the public will understand, especially when
it comes to group affiliation. Group affiliation is different from “race” or “ethnicity” in
that it measures variation along a continuum. Group affiliation is determined not only by
those individuals that self-identify with a certain group within the continuum, but also by
the prevalence of the occurrence of particular variables within each group. The groups are
by no means discrete (Howells, 1995:103). The defined groups are always dynamic,
never pure and there is always gene flow between the groups which introduce new traits,
resulting in the distinctions between the groups growing increasingly blurred (Gill,
1995:784). What people define as race is simply their phenotypes, or the physical
expression of their genetic code, or genotype. Living populations do not tend to fully
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retain their ancestral phenotypes because of selective and random processes that lead to
morphological and physiological changes (Kennedy, 1995:797). These different groups
are still linked by a common gene pool (Moore-Jansen, 1989:12), but with plenty of
interbreeding.
Determining group affiliation from the human skeleton may always have a
negative connotation, especially in consideration of how the study initially began. The
initial period of racial inquiry had more to do with backing nationalistic and racist
ideologies and justifying the mistreatment and inequality against those thought as
“lower” than Whites than it did with any real scientific uses (Albanese and Saunders,
2006:282). Biological anthropology as a whole was steeped in racism and methodically
flawed approaches. Three conclusions that are consistent in regard to the race concept is
that 1) There is much greater intrarace variation than there is interrace; 2) Only 6-13% of
any morphometric or genetic variation that can be attributed to race; and 3) The
concordance between genetic and morphometric variation of humans with racial
categories, skin color or continental origin is zero (Albanese and Saunders, 2006:284).
As Brace said in 1995, “no human dimension that is under selective force control will
show a distribution that coincides with boundaries imposed by cultural, political, or
regional geographic constraints (1995:173).” Brace believes that at the very most, race
is simply and best described as “local kinship on an expanded scale (1995:174).”
Whether or not an anthropologist agrees with the concept of group affiliation, it is
necessary to recognize the concept and learn to categorize skeletal remains into these
classifications. As the anthropologist must define a person by social groupings, the
anthropologist has to become more familiar with the concept (Gill, 1990:xi) as it persists
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in government and medico-legal documentation (Kennedy, 1995:800). For the forensic
anthropologist, knowledge of the distributions and frequencies of physical traits allows
them to make a decision on which broad geographic area the unknown individual would
have come from (Kennedy, 1995:800).
Anthropologists today can only analyze what is present on any given cranium
(Snow et al, 1978:455). Group affiliation is typically determined by cranial features,
specifically the amount of prognathism of the alveolar region, the flaring of the zygoma
and overall shape of the cranium (Gill, 1998:296). According to Gill, “Differences in the
skeletal features of the face alone are sufficient to separate 75%” of individuals into the
correct group affiliation (1990:viii). Often one skeletal feature is deemed sufficient to
classify an individual into a certain group (Gill, 1990:viii). Given the definition of group
affiliation, it is not always possible to reconcile the difference of the social group and
what is presented from skeletal remains.
It is important for forensic anthropologists to be accurate in their determination of
a biological profile in order to aid in the correct identification of the individual. Group
affiliation is an important piece of the profile, as missing persons profile lists how that
individual was classified by society. Currently people are able to travel and live in areas
that would never have been thought possible one or two hundred years ago. People are
also “intermixing” more as interracial marriage is becoming more common. As these
trends increase as time passes, eventually the human race will become more
homogenized and eventually osteological differentiation of group affiliation will become
almost impossible.
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Interbreeding makes it very difficult to concisely determine ones group affiliation
as it will continue to muddle the definitive characteristics. Group affiliation must be
related to the geographic area in which the skeletal remains were found. When this is the
case the anthropologist can relate their findings to the local groups that are recognized to
better aid in their determination (Stewart, 1979:227), however one must be careful to not
be influenced by any particular group at the same time (228). It is important for the
forensic anthropologist to remember that genotypic “race” cannot be attributed to skeletal
remains and thus the assessment of group affiliation cannot be made with certainty
(Stewart, 1979:227).
The myth that races are distinct and do exist is perpetuated by the fact that most
people see the phenotypic differences and thus believe that those differences mark natural
divisions of race within the human species (Kennedy, 1995:798). As the concept of
“race” is grouping individuals based on their phenotype, appearance reflects inheritance
(Stewart, 1979:227). An individual who self-identifies as Black, because of having a
parent or grandparent who was Black (Gill, 1995:784) may have a skeleton that suggests
White group affiliation in accordance with the rest of their ancestry. In the United States
a person can be considered to be Native American with only one-eighth ancestry (Snow
et al, 1978:455. Other admixture may be discounted in government, police and tribal
records and these instances will increase as “full-blooded” Native Americans become
non-existent (Snow et al, 1978:455), as is the case today. Instances such as that, which
occurs more often than not in the United States (Gill, 1995:784), shows the discordance
between the skeletal evidence and social context. Even the best analysis of skeletal
material cannot provide “direct evidence of skin color” but can indicate the region of the
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world where that individual’s ancestors possibly originated (Brace, 1995:172). The
different “races” are best described as populations that can be distinguished based on
region (Howells, 1995:103).
In 1996 the American Association of Physical Anthropologists issued a statement
on the biological aspects of race. The AAPA stated that biological difference between
human beings is a reflection of both environmental influences and hereditary factors
(1996:569). As well, there is no evidence that any pure races ever existed, nor do they
exist presently.

The traits that are generally used to establish a population are either

independently inherited or they show only varying degrees of the association of with
others in the population (1996:570).
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CHAPTER 3
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
The observations and measurements recorded for this research were taken on 105
White males and 104 Black males from the Hamann-Todd Collection at the Cleveland
Museum of Natural History. The observations were also recorded on a sample of 50
Native American crania from the Libben Site Collection at Kent State University.

The

Hamann-Todd Collection consists of cadaver material from the anatomy laboratory at
Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio (Todd and Lindala, 1928:36). The
individuals in the collection were mainly middle and lower class citizens, either
voluntarily donated or unclaimed (Todd and Lindala, 1928:37).

The majority of the

population of Cleveland during the time of the establishment of the collection were either
foreign-born or first-generation citizens, thus the collection is historically believed to not
be reflective of a stable, homogenized group (Todd and Lindala, 1928:37). The Black
sample, some authors has suggested, is “thoroughly representative … and largely
uninfluenced by the White (Todd and Lindala, 1928:38).”

The White sample consists

mainly of individuals with European ancestry (Todd and Lindala, 1928:38).
The Libben Site material consists of 1,327 individuals from a woodland ossuary
and occupation site in the Great Black Swamp of northern Ohio and was excavated in
1966 and 1967 by Lovejoy et al (1977:291).

The temporal association of the site is

based on radiocarbon dates ranging between 800 and 1100 AD (Lovejoy et al, 1977:291).
Analysis of the site indicated that the individuals excavated were probably predecessors
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of the Central-Algonquin peoples (Lovejoy et al, 1977:292). The collection is one of the
last remaining Native American collections unaffected by NAGPRA due to it having
been excavated on private land with private funding (Lovejoy, 2008: personal
communication). A larger sample size gathered from this collection for the purposes of
this study would have been ideal, but due to time constraints and the overall fragmentary
nature of many of the cranial remains, a sample of 50 was used. In order to get an
appropriate sample size, both male and female individuals were measured.
material was not measured.

Juvenile

According to a spreadsheet provided by Dr. Lovejoy,

twenty-five of those sampled were of undetermined sex, while nine were female, seven
male and nine had no information recorded on sex estimation.
Methods
Twenty-three measurements (Appendix A) were recorded from the facial skeleton
and zygomatic process using both sliding and dial calipers.

Three additional

measurements, including minimum frontal breadth (WFB), bizygomatic breadth (ZYB)
and biauricular breadth (AUB) were recorded as relative measures of general size.
Whenever possible a facial height measurement, from nasion to prosthion (NPH), was
taken. Nasion is taken at the point of intersection of the naso-frontal suture and the
median plane (Moore-Jansen et al, 1994:46). Prosthion, the second landmark used here,
is “the most anterior point on the alveolar border of the maxilla between the central
incisors in the mid-sagittal plane” (Moore-Jansen et al, 1994:48). In light of the fact that
the alveolar border is commonly fragmented, resorbed or damaged over time, it can be
difficult to identify the actual position of prosthion, thus this measurement is not always
recorded. Despite efforts made to avoid this as much as possible, a total of 21 of the
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samples from the Cleveland Museum of Natural History and two from the Libben
Collection could not be recorded for this measurement. The remaining measurements are
comprise four dimensions of the orbit, Orbital Height (OBH), Orbital Breadth (OBB),
Interorbital Breadth (DKB) and Biorbital Breadth (EKB); two measurements of the nasal
aperture, including Nasal Height (NLH) and Nasal Breadth (NLB). Five measurements
were recorded across the face and cranial base, including Biauricular Breadth (AUB),
Bizygomatic Breadth (ZYB), Maximum Malar Length (XML), Inferior Malar Length
(IML) and Cheek Height (WMH). Cheek height was only recorded on the specimens
from the Todd Collection in Cleveland. All measurements were taken to indicate the
overall size of the facial skeleton surrounding the maxillomalar suture in order to
determine if the size of the facial skeleton impacts the shape of the suture. These
measurements are compared to the following sutural measurements to determine what
relationship, if any, occurred between the maxillomalar suture and the surrounding
cranium.
Four measurements were taken to directly document the maxillomalar suture.
Suture length (MMS) was measured from zygoorbital to zygomaxillare to record the
direct length of the suture, regardless of curvature. Three measurements, including the
Superior Bimaxillary (ZMBS), Inferior Bimaxillay (ZMBI), and Maximum Bimaxillary
(ZMBX), all modified from Howells’ Bimaxillary Breadth (ZMB) (Howells, 1989) were
measured to establish different lengths relative to fixed points on the maxillomalar suture.
The measures were modified to take the breadth across the maxillae from different points
than Howells used. Bimaxillary Breadth is traditionally defined as the breadth between
the right and left zygomaxillare as taken on the muscle attachment site for the massester
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muscle (Howells, 1989:6). Superior bimaxillary breadth is recorded from zygoorbitale to
zygoorbitale and inferior bimaxillary from the extent of the inferior location between
right and left zygomaxillare. A third breadth, Maximum Bimaxillary, measures from
hypomaxillare to hypomaxillare, which are the most lateral points of the maxillomalar
suture, wherever they fall. At times hypomaxillare may be identical to zygomaxillare,
depending on the curvature of the suture.
The one qualitative assessment utilized is the shape of the suture (Appendix B).
The shape of the suture is loosely defined as straight, arched or curved as opposed to the
angled or curved suture by Gill’s definition. A straight suture is defined as one with no
curve, a diagonal traveling medio-laterally. An arched suture is one where there is
moderate curvature and the suture begins to head inferiorly before coming to an end. A
curved suture is one where there is a substantial curve and the suture begins to head
medially before reaching its terminus.

These qualitative assessments are somewhat

arbitrary designations that will rely on the superior, inferior and maximum bimaxillary
measurements to substantiate their intrinsic value and consistency. While Gill used two
classificatory shapes, this research used three shapes. This was done in light of the
amount of variation seen in suture shape during initial research on the skeletal collection
at Wichita State University Biological Anthropology Laboratory. It was clear that two
shape classifications were not sufficient to account for the variation present and thus the
arched classification was developed.
All measurements, quanitative and qualitative, were recorded on a data sheet
developed by the researcher (Appendix C). The compiled data was analyzed using
summary statistics and single analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests, the results of which
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will be covered in the following chapter. ANOVA testing for each measurement was
done in order to analyze the variation not only between the three groups but also within
them. The statistical measures were undertaken in order to address the research question
of whether or not the maxillomalar suture is appropriate to use to distinguish between
Black, White and Native American crania based on skeletal analysis.
Several research and null hypotheses were developed for this study. A research
hypothesis that each measurement will differ in means between Black, White and Native
American crania was stated. A null hypothesis that there was no difference in the means
for each group for each measurement was also stated. The decision to reject or accept
any of these hypotheses will be based on that test implications that differences do exist
between the means or that differences do not exist.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

After the measurements were recorded and the data entered into a spreadsheet,
and initial summary statistics of mean and standard deviation were calculated to measure
the variation between the samples. ANOVA tests were also run to test the research
hypothesis that there is statistically significant variation among the three defined groups
in relation to the measurements of the maxillomalar suture.
Summary Statistics
Tables 1, 2 and 3 report the summary statistics for the bilateral measurements for
Whites, Blacks and Native Americans.

The means and standard deviations were

compared to analyze the amount of variation present between these samples.
Table 1. White statistics for bilateral measurements (n=105)
Meas
Mean
St Dev
Max
AUB
123
4.89
134
ZYB
131
5.26
143
WFB
96.3
4.74
111
EKB
98
4.6
108
NLH
51
4.1
70
NLB
24
2.4
29
NPH
68.9
4.66
79.4
ZMBS
55.7
5.37
69
ZMBI
92.3
5.62
106
ZMBX
93.86
5.875
108.1
DKB
22.2
3.23
32
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Min
107
120
86
86
42
18
54.6
44.7
78.6
80.6
16.6

Table 2. Black statistics for bilateral measurements (n=104)
Meas
Mean
St Dev
Max
AUB
124
5.81
135
ZYB
132
5.96
144
WFB
98
5.2
113
EKB
99
4
109
NLH
51
3.5
60
NLB
24
2.3
29
NPH
68.6
6.11
80.4
ZMBS
55.3
5.78
70.5
ZMBI
92.1
6.36
108
ZMBX
93.82
6.26
108.1
DKB
23.2
3.35
32.3

Min
109
117
85
91
43
19
34.3
37.3
78.3
78.7
13.8

Table 3. Native American statistics for bilateral measurements (n=50)
Meas
Mean
St Dev
Max
AUB
128
5.8
139
ZYB
138
8.25
168
WFB
96.1
5.24
111
EKB
101
4
113
NLH
53.2
3.54
59
NLB
24
2.4
34
NPH
70.7
5.17
79
ZMBS
59.73
6.394
71.9
ZMBI
101.8
5.327
112.9
ZMBX
101.8
5.385
112.9
DKB
22
2
26

Min
112
125
85
93
45
19
53
28.9
91.9
91.9
18

Native Americans had the highest means for AUB, EKB and ZYB but the lowest
measure for minimum frontal breadth. Blacks had the widest mean for minimum frontal
breadth. The adapted suture measurements had relatively high standard deviations within
all three groups. Blacks had the highest standard deviations for ZMBI and ZMBX while
Native Americans had the highest for ZMBS.

The Native Americans had the highest

means for all three of the suture measurements. The means for ZMBI and ZMBX were
exactly the same.
The means for NLH and NLB among Whites and Blacks were the same. The
Native American sample had a larger nasal height mean than either Blacks or Whites.
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The maximum measurement for nasal height from that sample was still lower than either
Blacks or Whites, with Whites having the largest measure at 70mm.
Among Native Americans the standard deviations were highest for the
bimaxillary and bizygomatic breadth measures. This indicates that those measurements
are highly variable among the sample.

The bimaxillary measures are not standardized

which accounts for the high standard deviation, but bizygomatic breadth is a standardized
measure.

However there is a 43 millimeter difference between the maximum and

minimum measurement, thus this measure is highly variable despite being standardized
for the Libben sample. The Black and White crania also had high standard deviations for
the non-standardized bimaxillary measurements. The Black sample also had a high
standard deviation for the facial height and cranial breadth measures.
Tables 4, 5 and 6 report on the measurements recorded on each side of the
cranium among the White, Black and Native American samples.
Table 4. White statistics for right and left side measurements (n=105)
Meas
Mean
St Dev
Max
54.72
4.612
XML R
67.6
54.5
4.49
XML L
66
35.9
4.5
IML R
48.4
35.8
4.28
IML L
47.9
22.007
2.6902
WMH R
32
21.95
2.455
WMH L
28.1
31.78
4.266
MMS R
49.7
31.43
3.469
MMS L
42.2
41.12
2.566
OBB R
46.8
40.03
2.574
OBB L
48.7
35.51
2.044
OBH R
40.2
35.29
1.294
OBH L
39.6
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Min
42.2
42.6
24.2
24.2
13.8
15.8
22.2
23.7
35
32.3
29.7
29.9

Table 5. Black statistics for right and left side measurements (n=104)
Meas
Mean
St Dev
Max
XML R
54.79
5.758
65.9
XML L
54.79
4.3
65.8
IML R
35.7
4.15
43
IML L
35.6
4.35
50
WMH R
22.4
2.3062
27.7
WMH L
21.95
2.508
28.2
MMS R
32.07
3.947
44.8
MMS L
31.8
3.52
40.7
OBB R
40.02
2.706
50.2
OBB L
39.54
2.53
49.3
OBH R
35.71
3.04
46.9
OBH L
35.22
2.681
45.6

Min
20.8
42.6
22.5
23
16.9
16.9
22.7
21.4
34.4
34.9
27.6
28

Table 6. Native American statistics for right and left side measurements (n=50)
Meas
Mean
St Dev
Max
Min
XML R
54.51
4.1739
63
45
XML L
54.72
4.764
66
39
IML R
34.8
3.775
43
26
IML L
34.84
3.997
47
27
MMS R
31.18
3.235
40
24.4
MMS L
31.19
4.154
51.6
25.5
OBB R
42.08
2.296
49
37
OBB L
41.88
2.333
49
38
OBH R
31.26
1.967
37
27
OBH L
32.02
1.857
36
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XML and IML were equal among all three groups, while IML was one millimeter
shorter in Native Americans. MMS was just slightly larger in Black sample than the
White or Native American Indian samples, which were equal. WMH, while not taken on
the Native American Indian sample, was very similar in Blacks and Whites. The Black
Todd sample had a high standard deviation for right maximum malar length.
Orbital breadth was consistent among the groups. The Native American Indian
sample had shorter orbits than Blacks or Whites and also had a larger NPH measurement
by two millimeters. All of the crania had low standard deviations for orbital breadth and
height.
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ANOVA tests
ANOVA tests were run to determine the variation within and between the groups.
ANOVA tests measure the significance of independent variables in a set of samples
(DiIorio, 1991:548). There are several assumptions required for every ANOVA, such as
that the distributions among the groups are normal and that the groups are independent of
each other. The groups are not considered dependent on each other since one individual
possessing a curved suture does not limit any other individual from also having a curved
suture. As the Native American Indian sample comprised only 50 individuals, a sample
of 50 individuals were picked from each of the Black and White samples to maintain
equal sample sizes.
An alpha level of .05 was chosen for statistical significance. The p-value
functions mainly to act as a measure to accept or reject the null hypothesis, in this case
the hypothesis that there is no variation in the measurements between White, Black and
Native American Indian crania. This alpha level states that any p-value below .05 has
only a 5% chance of occurring and those values are then statistically significant.
Statistically significant p-values were identified for each measurement except WFB,
NPH, XML, WMH, MMS L and OBB R.
Table 7 presents the ANOVA results for the three cranial breadth measures,
Biauricular (AUB), Bizygomatic (ZYB), and Minimum Frontal (WFB).
Table 7: Cranial Measures ANOVA Results
Black
White
NAI
AUB
125.16
122.62
128.08
ZYB
132.5
132.28
138.3
WFB
98.146
97.34
96.06
*α=.05
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F
p-value*
13.5780005 3.8801E-06
15.0892325 1.0955E-06
2.51379824 0.08443559

It is not surprising for the Native Americans from the Libben Collection to have
the largest average of AUB with 128.0 as previous studies indicate Native Americans
have the largest cranial breadths. Whites come up the shortest with an average on 122.9.
Blacks from the Todd Collection fall in the middle with 125.9. The p-value, much like
the sutural measurements, is smaller than the .05 alpha level and is statistically
significant.

ZYB measures how much the zygomatics “flare out” and the Native

American crania from the Libben Site Collection again have the widest measurement
with an average on 138.3. The Black and White samples from the Todd Collection show
almost exactly the same average with 132.5 and 132.2, respectively. This p-value is also
below the alpha level of .05 and is statistically significant. WFB was smallest in the
Native Americans with 96.0, largest in the Black sample with 98.1 and intermediate for
the Whites with 97.3. The p-value was not found to be statistically significant and it is
above the alpha level.
Table 8 presents the ANOVA results for the measurements dealing directly with
the facial cranium. These measurements are Maximum Malar Length (XML), Inferior
Malar Length (IML), Suture Length (MMS) and Cheek Height (WMH).
Table 8: Facial Measures ANOVA Results
Black
White
XML R
55.604
55.95
XML L
54.664
56.27
IML R
35.142
37.146
IML L
35.066
37.48
MMS R
33.04
31.59
MMS L
32.326
32.136
WMH R
22.47
22.118
WMH L
22.354
22.09
*α=.05

NAI
53.42
54.72
34.1
34.84
31.166
31.19
n/a
n/a

F
2.40490797
2.00418391
4.47694495
6.10727484
3.10622348
1.19970222
0.47973289
0.26967485

p-value*
0.09385177
0.13843618
0.01295993
0.00283199
0.04772122
0.30421627
0.49018138
0.60472083

In contrast to the sample of Native American Indians having the largest
bimaxillary breadths, they have the shortest suture length on the right side. Blacks have
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the longest length with a mean of 33.0, while the White sample have a suture marginally
longer than Native American Indian sample, with means of 31.5 and 31.1, respectively.
This p-value is below the alpha level and is statistically significant. MMS L exhibits that
Blacks from the Todd Collection again have the longest sutures with a mean of 32.3 for
the left side. Native Americans from the Libben Site the shortest with 31.1, and Whites
fall in the middle with 32.1. Unlike MMS R, the p-value for MMS L exceeds the alpha
level of .05 and is not a statistically significant.
For XML R, the White crania have the longest with a mean of 55.9. Native
Americans have the shortest with 53.4, and Blacks fall close to the Whites with 55.6.
The p-value is not below .05 and is not statistically significant. Whites also have the
longest left zygomatic bone length with 56.2 as the mean. Native Americans have a
slightly larger mean than Blacks with 54.7 to 54.6, respectively. This p-value is also not
statistically significant as it is above the alpha level of .05. Whites have the longest IML
measure on both sides as well. Native Americans have the shortest and Blacks fall in the
middle. The p-value for both sides of the measurement is statistically significant.
As the WMH measurement was not recorded on the Libben site material and it
will only be analyzed for the Todd Blacks and Whites. Blacks had the largest maxillae,
with means of 22.4 for the right side and 22.3 for the left. Whites had means of 22.1 for
the left and 22.0 for the right. Neither p-value is statistically significant.
Table 9 presents ANOVA results of the measures of the nasal space, Nasal Height
(NLH), Nasal Breadth (NLB) and Facial Height (NPH).
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Table 9: Nasal Measures ANOVA Results
Black
White
NAI
NLH
52.03
50.262
53.2040816
NLB
23.64
24.698
23.7755102
NPH
68.4693878 69.7857143 70.6666667
*α=.05

F
p-value*
9.31336065 0.00015604
3.04828189 0.05047102
2.46100062 0.08895766

Native Americans have the tallest midface region with a mean of 70.6 for NPH.
Blacks have the shortest with 68.4 and Whites are in the middle with 69.7. This p-value
is also above the alpha level and is not statistically significant. For nasal breadth, the
Black sample from the Todd Collection has the shortest mean with 23.6, and Native
Americans have a slightly larger mean of 23.7. Whites have the widest breadth with a
mean of 24.6. The p-value, exactly .05, is not significant as it is not lower than the alpha
value. While they appear to have the largest breadths, Whites have the shortest nasal
height with a mean of 50.2. Native Americans have the tallest nasal aperture with a mean
of 53.2. Blacks, typically described as having short and wide nasal apertures, fall in the
middle with a mean of 52.0. The p-value is less than .05 and is statistically significant.
Table 10 presents the ANOVA results for the orbital measures of Orbital Breadth
(OBB), Orbital Height (OBH), Interorbital Breadth (DKB) and Biorbital Breadth (EKB).
Table 10: Orbital Measures ANOVA Results
Black
White
NAI
OBB R
40.938
41.8
42.0833333
OBB L
40.482
40.668
41.877551
OBH R
35.556
35.5
31.26
OBH L
34.558
35.222
32.02
DKB
21.864
23.424
22.2653061
EKB
98.52
100.22
100.67
*α=.05

F
2.36667134
4.10107276
65.1938575
29.6590827
4.26806359
4.24402692

p-value*
0.09740639
0.01849942
5.3816E-21
1.5112E-11
0.01579671
0.01614703

There is very little difference in the biorbital breadths of Native Americans and
Whites. Native Americans have slightly larger breadths with a mean of 100.6 to the
Whites mean of 100.2. Blacks have a mean of 98.5 and thus the narrowest biorbital
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breadth. This p-value is less than the alpha level and is statistically significant. Whites
exhibited the largest interorbital breadth with a mean of 23.4. Blacks had the narrowest
breadth with a mean of 21.8. Native Americans fell in the middle with a mean of 22.2.
This p-value of .01 is statistically significant.
The Native American sample had the widest orbits on both the right and left sides
with averages of 42.0 and 41.8. The White sample fell in the middle for both with means
of 41.8 and 40.6, the latter being just higher than the Black mean for the left orbit. The
Blacks had the shortest breadths with means of 40.9 and 40.4. While the p-value for the
right orbit was not statistically significant, the value for the left orbit is .01 and is
statistically significant. The orbital height for each side for Libben Native American
Indians was the smallest, with averages of 31.2 and 32.0. Todd Blacks had the highest
orbital height on the right side with 35.556, but Todd Whites were the highest on the left
side with 35.2. For each side the p-value is statistically significant, although the right
side value is much smaller than the left.
Table 11 presents the ANOVA results for the Superior Bimaxillary (ZMBS),
Inferior Bimaxillary (ZMBI) and Maximum Bimaxillary (ZMBX) breadths.
Table 11: Bimaxillary Breadth ANOVA Results
Black
White
NAI
ZMBS
53.45
56.348
59.726
ZMBI
91.438
93.95
101.798
ZMBX
93.012
95.452
101.84
*α=.05

F
p-value*
14.6485576
1.58E-06
43.91245126 1.1172E-15
31.18146536 5.14861E-12

Superior Bimaxilly Breadth (ZMBS) was tested in a single analysis of variance
test to measure the amount of variation in the measurement between the three groups.
Based on the average of 59.7, the Libben site sample has sutures that exhibit a longer
distance between zygoorbitale and zygoorbitale. In contrast the Blacks from the Todd
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collection have an average of 53.4, showing the least distance between the two points.
Whites from the Todd collection fall in the middle with an average of 56.3. The p-value
is less than the alpha score of .05 and is thus statistically significant.
As for ZMBI, the Native Americans from the Libben site have the largest average
with 101.7, indicating the largest distance between the zygomaxillare points. The Black
sample from the Todd collection show the least distance with 91.4 and the White sample
is in between the two results but are closer in average to the Black sample with 93.9. As
with ZMBS, the p-value of ZMBI is less than the alpha score and is statistically
significant.
ZMBX showed the same results with the ANOVA as did ZMBS and ZMBI. The
Native American sample exhibited the largest mean of 101.8, the Todd Black sample had
the least mean of 93.0 and the White sample was in the middle with a mean of 95.4. The
p-value again is less than the alpha value of .05 and is statistically significant.
Qualitative Assessment
The visual shape of the maxillomalar suture was also assessed and placed into one
of three categories: straight, arched or curved. With the qualitative assessment, none of
the established groups consisted of only what shape was to be expected. Several of the
crania exhibit bilateral asymmetry in relation to the maxillomalar suture shape. Within
the Libben Site material, thirty-one of the crania had two straight sutures and nine had
one straight and one arched suture. Nine had arched sutures, while one individual had
two curved sutures. Whites from the Todd collection predominately had arched sutures.
Twelve had straight sutures, four had one curved and one arched, and three had one
straight and one arched.

Blacks from the Todd collection demonstrated seventy-two
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arched sutures, fourteen had straight sutures, and five were curved, and fourteen had two
different sutures, ten of which were one arched, one curved.
Examples
The following pictures illustrate four crania from the Todd collection and three
from the Libben site and how the sutures exhibited compare to the metric data associated
with these specimens.

Plate 1: Todd Specimen 882, JH #192, White Male aged 43 exhibiting right curved and left anomalous straight
suture.

JH 192 in Plate 1 is an example of an individual who exhibits two differently
shaped sutures, including one anomalous. The right side shows the curved suture while
the left suture is best classified as straight. This individual has larger than average
measures for ZMBS, 64.9 compared to a mean of 55.7 for Todd White crania. The
measure of MMS L is shorter than average, measuring 24.5 to a 31.5 average.
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Plate 2: Todd specimen 884, JH 194. White male, aged 60 showing hyperarched sutures bilaterally.

JH 194 shows an example of sutures that are hyperarched. This individual is a
White male. The measures for WMH were larger than average bilaterally. Orbital
breadths are four to five millimeters below the mean, nasal height is above average and
nasal breadth below average. The remaining measures are close to the averages for the
White sample.

Plate 3: Todd specimen 878, JH 189, White male aged 45 exhibiting curved sutures bilaterally.

Plate 3, JH 189, shows the curved sutures that are qualitatively designated as a
White trait.

Zygoorbitale is orientated medially, and ZMBS is six millimeters below
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average for this individual. AUB and ZYB are six and four millimeters above average,
respectively.

Bilateral IML measurements are five millimeters below the mean while

XML measures are 2-3 millimeter above average.

Plate 4: Todd specimen 891, JH 198, White male aged 38. Bilateral straight sutures are shown.

Plate 4, JH 198, shows straight sutures, which are classically defined as a Native
American characteristic.

AUB, ZYB, NLH, NLB, XML, DKB, EKB, OBB, OBH,

ZMBS, ZMBI and ZMBX are higher than average. NPH is 8 millimeters above average.
As expected, ZMBI and ZMBX are the same measure, 4 millimeters and 3 millimeters
above average respectively. OBH on each orbit are 4 millimeters above the mean.

Plate 5: KSU 10017, JH 244. Native American left arched suture, age and sex unknown.
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Plate 5, JH 244, is a Native American specimen displaying arched sutures. ZYB
was the same as the mean while AUB was only four millimeters above the mean. EKB
and DKB were 4 and 3 millimeters below the mean. The orbital heights were three
millimeters above the mean while nasal height is five millimeters above the mean. The
XML measurements were both 3 millimeters above the means while the IML
measurements were equal with the means. The ZMBS, ZMBI and ZMBX measurements
were 3 millimeters below the means. The right suture was longer than the left and two
millimeters above the mean.

Plate 6: KSU 26227, JH 254. Left curved suture of Native American, sex and age unknown.

Every measurement recorded on JH 254, Plate 6, with the exceptions of DKB,
IML and MMS, was well above average. For example, this individual’s measure for
ZYB was 12 millimeters above average. The measures for ZMBS, ZMBI and ZMBX
were 9, 7 and 9 millimeters above the average for each, respectively.
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Plate 7: KSU 05053, JH 233. Native American straight right suture, age and sex unknown.

In Plate 7, JH 233 had an AUB that is six millimeters above the mean, a ZYB that
is two millimeters above and a WFB that is four millimeters above the mean. EKB is
four millimeters below the mean and DKB is two below. Orbital breadths are slightly
below the mean while orbital heights are slightly above.

XML, IML and MMS

measurements are also slightly below the mean. ZMBS is three millimeters below the
mean and ZMBI and ZMBX are one millimeter below.
The implications of the results will be discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

Statistical Analysis
The bimaxillary suture measurements illustrated the highest degree of variation.
The Native American sample exhibits the largest midface region in terms of width and
projection, as reflected in the large means for ZMBS, ZMBI and ZMBX. Black crania
have the narrowest midface, with Whites falling in the middle. This is not surprising as
this is exactly as predicted. If the suture is straight, which Native American maxillomalar
sutures should exhibit based on previous research, the measures for ZMBI and ZMBX
would be the same. It would also be logical to hypothesize that the straight sutures would
be the longest, thus zygomaxillare would be the most lateral in the Libben sample, and
Native American crania would have the largest averages for those two measures. The
same could be said for Blacks with arched sutures, that ZMBI and ZMBX would be the
same measure. There were also instances with arched sutures in which the maximum
point on the suture was slightly more lateral than the zygomaxillare, but there was not
enough of a difference to cause me to classify it as curved. However, with an arched
suture, it would still be hypothesized that zygomaxillare would not be as lateral as it
would be for a straight suture. The sample of White crania would therefore have the
shortest measure for ZMBI as zygomaxillare would be the most medial with a curved
suture. The measure of ZMBX for Whites could still be high, as there is no way to
predict how lateral the suture may go before heading medially once more, and indeed
Todd Collection Whites do have a larger mean for ZMBX than Todd Collection Blacks.
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Logically, with the Native American sample from the Libben Collection
exhibiting straight sutures, then longer suture lengths would correlate, as MMS would
directly measure. The maximum length of the right and left side of the Native American
sample is 40 and 51.6, respectively, and the means and standard deviations remained the
same. Clearly quite a bit of asymmetry is present as far as the length of the suture is
concerned. Black crania have the largest means for the MMS and XML R. The Black
crania, with their predominantly arched sutures, have longer suture lengths than those
with straight sutures, as expected. How can Native Americans have the largest breadths
if they have the shortest sutures? It is possible that while the Native Americans have the
widest faces, the sutures also start more laterally, accounting for the large means in all
breadth measurements and the small suture lengths.
With that in mind, the Native American sample could have shorter sutures and
shorter zygomatics, but wider faces than their Black counterparts. The fact that Whites
have sutures that are marginally longer than the Native American sample is surprising. It
is curious that White crania of the sample used here have longer sutures as they curve
back in on themselves. The distance between zygoorbitale and zygomaxillare would be
greatly shortened in comparison to Native Americans with their straight sutures.
What can be said about the Native American with curved sutures? Theoretically,
in a Native American sample, an individual with curved sutures would be suggested to
not be present. Dr. Lovejoy theorized that there may be one or two “trophy” skulls in the
population (Lovejoy, 2008:personal communication). However, with the date of site
occupation, it would not make sense for there to be crania with White European features
to be associated with the material. The measurements do not classify this individual, JH
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254 (Plate 6) as White, instead they illustrate a person with hyper Native American
dimensions. This illustrates that suture shape does not correlate with previous research or
expectations.
The White crania sample also does not fit the expected result qualitatively.
According to previous research by Gill, the expected result would be mostly curved
sutures, yet only fifteen specimens out of 105 exhibited them.

For the supposed

predominant shape, this is a very underwhelming statement. It is important to recognize
that Gill and this researcher use different classification definitions, and all of the arched
sutures of this researcher would be classified as curved by Gill, resulting in 85 specimens
out of 105 being correctly classified. The arched classification should be retained as it
encompasses all of the variation seen in the shape of the suture. The majority of the
sutures encountered are neither straight nor obviously curved, and thus arched the best
descriptive term for the shape.
Given that the shape of nasal aperture is markedly different in Whites and Blacks,
and is used as a qualitative measure, the metric measurements should also reflect that
difference. The Black measures should indicate a wider nasal aperture than Whites,
which should show a tall and narrow aperture. The measurement for nasal breadth, when
comparing means and standard deviations for all three groups, shows the least variation.
Surprisingly Blacks and Whites have the same means and standard deviations for the
nasal measurements. Those statistics should be indicative of the observed variations
between the tall and narrow White nasal aperture and the wide and short Black aperture.
The fact that Whites exhibit the widest interorbital breadth also does not correlate with
the classic White racial traits such a high, narrow nasalia. Blacks certainly should not
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logically have the narrowest breadth, given they are described as having wide, “tented”
nasalia in previous research. As well, the nasal height and breadth results for the Black
sample do not make correlate compared to the established visual racial classification
criteria. This could be due to the fact that the groups are not static and interbreeding has
occurred over several generations. What was once thought to be a classic race marker
may not be as applicable today.
The large AUB and ZYB measurements show that Native Americans have wider
crania than Blacks and Whites, and the large NPH measure could also be an indication of
an overall large face. The significant p-value for the sutural measurements shows the
high variation between the three groups for each measurement, indicating its usefulness
as a measurement.
The qualitative traits were not especially useful in classification for the White
sample, as the majority were classified as “arched.”

Blacks were classified

predominantly as arched, which corresponds to the claim they show equal amounts of
both straight and curved sutures, falling in the middle. The Native American sample,
short of the individual with curved sutures, exclusively exhibits straight sutures. It is not
possible to say whether this would be the case in a testing of a modern day sample of
Native Americans. The prehistoric Libben sample would have had little to no contact
with non-Native American populations and thus the level of interbreeding genetically
would be nonexistent.

Today, however, interbreeding between Native Americans and

those outside of their group is a regular occurrence and would undoubtedly affect the
shape of the suture. As well, the frequencies of the suture shape in the Black and White
samples are more than likely different then they would be in the modern population as
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interbreeding between Black crania and White crania especially has lost its stigma and is
more socially acceptable and common. All of those factors could have an effect on how
the suture is shaped in modern populations.
Bilateral asymmetry in the shape of the suture was seen in 37 crania from the
samples. While the exact cause of the asymmetry is unknown by this researcher, several
factors could factor into the difference. The individual may have parents from two
different groups, such as one Black and one White. This pairing could result in one
arched and one curved suture. Similarly, an individual with one Native American and
one white parent could result in a curved and straight suture. The asymmetry shows
another facet of variation within the maxillomalar suture.
Based on the statistical results, all null hypotheses were rejected.

Every

measurement had differing means, showing variation between the groups. Not every
measurement was significantly variable, but none were exactly the same. Rejection of
the null hypotheses for the bimaxillary breadth measures indicates there is significance to
the variation present in the measurements. These measures suggest their usefulness in
being used to differentiate between two groups in relation to the maxillomalar suture,
however more research should still be done.
Data Collection Concerns
There were several problems or potential sources of error while conducting the
research necessary for this study. While the attempt was made, it was nearly impossible
for this research to be conducted blindly. The Cleveland Museum of Natural History
samples were picked from the pool of Black and White males listed with crania present
by an individual who was not the researcher. However, upon arriving at the Cleveland
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Museum of Natural history it was discovered that the boxes for all of the cranial
specimens listed the specimen number along with the age, sex and documented group
affiliation for the individual inside the box. The researcher attempted to ignore the
markings other than the specimen number on the box while taking measurements.
Additionally the researcher was fully aware that the specimens at Kent State were of
Native American group affiliation going into the research, which could have lead to
unconscious bias.
The majority of the skeletal material associated with the Libben collection was in
pieces, or the facial crania were missing. Fifty samples were still able to be measured,
but even of those 50, some were missing one or both the zygomatic bones, resulting in
some measurements not being recorded. The measurements themselves were not entered
directly onto the spreadsheet but were instead recorded on date recording forms and
entered digitally later which could also be a source of error. As well, cheek height
(WMH) had not been recorded altogether on the Libben Site samples.
Similarly, several of the crania marked as being present on the Todd Collection
database were not suitable for measuring. The crania were either in pieces or missing the
facial skeleton or zygoma completely. This resulted in the researcher having to unblind
herself to the specimens that were unusable to pick new individuals to add to the sample.
Several of the crania also were cut in a sagittal section and while the crania were
held together the best way possible, a gap still remained between the right and left halves.
While bilateral measurements were being taken the researcher had to account for the gap
and measured the gap in order to subtract the gap from the total. It is noted here that this
potential bias in the observed measurements could have an impact on the summary
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statistics produced for lateral breadth measurements of the face and vault. An example of
potential error that may indeed have a more widespread effect is the recognition that the
mean values for NLB for the sample of Whites exceed that of the sample of Native
American Indians. The NLB recording for the Black sample used here exhibits the
narrowest nasal aperture observed. As this is contrary to other published research, it is
imperative to further examine the lateral dimensions recorded in this study for accuracy
with other published data.
Two studies (Moore-Jansen, 1989 and Key, 1983) both provide published data for
the lateral dimensions recorded for this research. For NLB, Key’s Native American
sample had the widest nasal apertures while Moore-Jansen’s Black male sample from the
Todd Collection had wider apertures in comparison to a sample of Todd White males.
Moore-Jansen took the true ZMB measure as opposed to the more inferior ZMBI
measure. The means were very similar between the 1989 study and this study as well for
the ZYB measure. The sagittal section does not appear to have affected the bimaxillary
measure. Key’s measure of the mean for ZYB on the Native American sample was the
same at the mean provided for this research of 138 mm.

There was only a two

millimeter difference for the AUB measure. While Key took the true ZMB measure
which is more anterior than the ZMBI measure taken for this research, the means were
the same.
Further Research and Conclusions
Based on the qualitative results, this researcher believes that the three
classifications should be adopted in all future studies on the suture. The vast majority of
the sutures were unable to be classified as anything but “arched,” which is visually
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different than a curved suture. It is the belief of the researcher that a distinction should be
made between the two instead of lumping them into one classification. As well, given
the asymmetry present the suture on each side of the cranium should always be
considered when making the assessment. It is imperative that other methods are used to
determine the group affiliation of the individuals other than just the qualitative suture
shape as it has shown to not be consistent and as expected in the Black and White
samples especially.

Research consisting of recording the suture shape for every

specimen in the Terry and Todd collections would be a valuable study in order to
accurately record the amount of variation in the maxillomalar suture, including bilateral
asymmetry, among both Whites and Blacks, males and females and juveniles.
The measurements of ZMBS, ZMBI and ZMBX show significant variability
between groups in terms of the maxillomalar suture itself. The researcher would suggest
using these measurements along with the qualitative assessment to determine group
affiliation.

The higher the measure, the more likely that specimen is to be Native

American. Accordingly, the smaller the measure of ZMBI the more likely that individual
is to be White. Until further testing on larger samples has been done, this researcher
would not recommend solely using measurements for determination.
Further studies dealing with the differences in the suture between sexes would be
useful in solidifying this as a viable group affiliation characteristic. As well, research
dealing with the suture on juvenile specimens would be valuable. Studies have shown
that age has an effect on secular cranial change (Moore-Jansen, 1989:22), and it would be
interesting and useful to see how secular change and age would affect the suture shape.
Discriminant function analysis would also provide another interpretation of the data.
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And while metric measurements may imply accuracy and precision, it may not be the
best method for determining the uncertain divisions between groups (Hinkes, 1993:51).
If possible, more data should be collected and more statistical tests run to try and quantify
the shape of the suture as accurately as possible in order to make it easier for
anthropologists to distinguish the differences as they become increasingly blurry.
The data from this research suggests that there is something to the suture length in
relation to its curvature. Measurements were taken to directly account for the curvature
for the purposes of this research. The arch in the suture may be simply a visual effect of
the length variation within the maxillomalar suture and its location on the midface. A
further study undertaking this task could help to quantify the maxillomalar suture by
running Fourier or other types of analyses. Using the Digitizer to take digital recordings
over several points on the maxillomalar suture will also possibly aid in establishing a
measure of the curvature. This study would greatly aid in the quantification of this
suture.
As Native American crania will be difficult to gain access to in light of
NAGPRA, the morphology and suture shape of modern Native Americans may not be
easily assessed. An interesting way to get around that could involve a study done by
analyzing radiographic films of modern Native Americans. The possibility of taking
lateral and frontal radiographs to measure the relative size of the bones would allow a
sample to be devised that is comparable to the Todd crania. If the maxillomalar suture
was visible on the radiograph the qualitative assessment could also be recorded. This
would allow for a sample of modern Native American crania to be analyzed against
White and Black samples.
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The Native American sample, the Libben Site, cannot be perceived as
representative of every Native American existing during that time frame. The probability
exists that these individuals were morphologically different than tribes located in Alaska,
the West Coast or Mexico, due to diet, climate, and respective genetic isolation. There is
also the possibility that over the time the site was occupied the morphology was changing
and what was measured only samples a small bit of the variation. The dentition was not
examined while measuring the Libben Site, and further studies with any historic Native
American crania should look for wear patterns and any possible indication of diet as a
factor in the morphology.
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APPENDIX A
QUANITATIVE MEASURES

Biauricular Breadth (AUB): The least
exterior breadth across the roots of the
zygomatic processes (Howells, 1989:5).
This measurement is taken with sliding
calipers.

Bizygomatic Breadth (ZYB): The
maximum breadth across the zygomatic
arches (Howells, 1989:5).
This measurement is taken with sliding
calipers.

Minimum Frontal Breadth (WFB): The
direct distance between the two
frontotemporal (Moore-Jansen et al,
1994:53).
This measurement is taken with sliding
calipers.
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Nasal Breadth (NLB): The direct
distance between the anterior edges of
the nasal apeture at its widest point
(Howells, 1989:5).
This measurement is taken with sliding
calipers.

Nasal Height (NLH): The distance from
nasion to lowest the point on the nasal
aperture border (Howells, 1989:5).
This measurement is taken with sliding
calipers.

Facial Height (NPH): The distance from
nasion to prosthion, with nasion being
designated as the point where the nasofrontal suture and the median plane
intersect (Moore-Jansen et al, 1994:46 ),
and prosthion defined as “the most
anterior point on the alveolar border of
the maxilla between the central incisors
in the mid-sagittal plane (Moore-Jansen
et al 1994:48).”
This measurement is taken with sliding
calipers.
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Biorbital breadth (EKB): The measure of
the breadth across the orbits from
ectoconchion to ectoconchion (Howells,
1989:6). Ectoconchion is defined as the
intersection of the most anterior surface
of the lateral border of the orbit
(Howells, 1973:168).
This measurement is taken with sliding
calipers.

Maximum malar length (XML): The
total diagonal length of the malar from
the lower end of the zygotemporal suture
on the lateral face of the bone to
zygoorbital (Howells, 1989:6).
This measurement is taken with sliding
calipers.

Inferior malar length (IML): The direct
distance from zygomaxillare anterior to
the lowest point of the maxillomalar
suture on the external surface (Howells,
1989:6).
This measurement is taken with sliding
calipers.
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Cheek Height (WMH): The minimum
distance, in any direction, from the lower
border of the orbit to the lower margin of
the maxilla, mesial to the massester
muscle attachment (Howells, 1989:6).
This measurement is taken with sliding
calipers.

Suture Length (MMS): The measure
from zygoorbital to zygomaxillare.
This measurement is taken with dial
calipers.

Superior Bimaxillary Breadth (ZMBS):
The breadth from zygoorbital to
zygoorbital. Modified from Howells’
bimaxillary breadth measurement.
This measurement is taken with dial
calipers.
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Inferior Bimaxillary Breadth (ZMBI):
The breadth from zygomaxillare to
zygomaxillare. Modified from Howells’
bimaxillary breadth.
This measurement is taken with dial
calipers.

Maximum Bimaxillary Breadth
(ZMBX): The breadth from
hypomaxillare to hypomaxillare, with
hypomaxillare defined as the most
lateral point on the maxillomalar suture.
Modified from Howell’s bimaxillar
breadth.
This measurement is taken with dial
calipers.

Interorbital breadth (DKB): The breadth
across the nasal space from dacryon to
dacryon (Howells, 1989:6), with dacryon
defined as the point of intersection of the
frontal, lacrimal and maxilla at the
lacrimal fossa (Howells, 1973:167).
This measurement is taken with dial
calipers.
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Orbital breadth (OBB): The distance
from ectoconchion to dacryon of each
orbit (Howells, 1989:5).
This measurement is taken with dial
calipers.

Orbital Height (OBH): The measure
from the upper to lower border of the
orbits (Howells, 1989:5).
This measurement is taken with dial
calipers.
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APPENDIX B
QUALITATIVE ASS ESSM ENT
Arched suture: Exhib its moderate
curvature and suture begins to head
inferiorly before reaching its terminus.

Curved suture: Exhib its substantial curve
and suture begins to head medially
befo re reaching terminus.

Straight suture: Exhibits no curve and
heads strictly medio- laterally.
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APPENDIX C
MEASUREMENT RECORDING FORM

Maxillomalar Suture Measurement Record
WSUBAL Number ______________________________________

SLIDING CALIPERS
1. AUB (Biauricular Breadth): _________
2. ZYB (Bizygomatic Breadth): ________
3. WFB (Minimum Frontal Breadth): ________
4. EKB (Biorbital Breadth): ________
5. DKB (Interorbital Breadth): ________
6. OBB (Orbital Breadth): R ________ L ________
7. OBH (Orbital Height): R ________ L ________
8. NLH (Nasal Height): ________
9. NLB (Nasal Breadth): ________
10. XML (Maximum Malar Length): R ________ L ________
11. IML (Inferior Malar Length): R ________ L ________
12. NPH (Facial Height): ________
13. WMH (Cheek Height): R ________ L ________

DIAL CALIPERS
13. MMS (Suture Length): R ________ L ________
14. ZMBS (Superior Bimaxillary): ________
15. ZMBI (Inferior Bimaxillary): ________
16. ZMBX (Maximum Bimaxillary): ________

QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT
17. Suture Shape: ________

NOTES_______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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